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Tiulenovo's Stones
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I spend the Friday night and The Saturday on a place near The Tiulenovo'sVillage. It's beautiful there.
There was a lot of waves. I spend a great time,and get a little wanting to live again and inspired. It was
sad that mostof the people was there to drink and smoke as much as I can. I tried to learnto catch fish.
There was a lot of wind the whole night and day. There wasnot enough woods for the fire, it was coldy
experience when the firewood ended in 5:20 in the morning luckily the sun has risen 20 or 30 minutes
later. In the morning we have a wonderful talk with Toto :]. In the morning Toto, Nomen and Zuio went
to Shabla to find some woods for the next night. After a lot of searching at last we found some used wood
with nails on it, we also collected some from a small wood belt, we take some food from one of the local
shops, we drinked a coffee at the morning, later we left Mitko on the Bus Station, cause he had to be
home until dinner. After that I had a bath in a place near rocks which everybody was calling "Djakuzi", I
really enjoyed the bath I haven't taken a Sea bath for Seven years, also I haven't exposed to a direct sun
light my body for so much a hours from 7 years, so I got a sun burns without realising later I slept 2 hours
at the Tent cause I was completely exhaused I haven't slept for almost 2 days. When I wake up 2 hours
later at the tent I was red like a tomato :], and it was hurting. In almost 22 o'clock I and Dido (The Head),
have hit the road back to Dobrich. Unfortunately cops have catched him to drive with 70 km in a village
where there was a speed limit of 50 and they would give him a sanction (At least they haven't tested him
for alcohol if they Did then it was sure that he was going to lost his driver license cause he have drinked a
lot during the day). Happily this didn't Happen Praise the Lord! :]. If I expel all the non-sense talking and
swearings and all the alcohol that was drunk then it was a great experience. I used to thing that a man can
feel God's presence in such a wild and desolate places much stronger, also the inspiration gives you hope
to continue no matter how bad things are. On the other side the last days I have lost faith and hope and
even a sort of blaspehemed a little claiming to be an atheist, but the truth is I can't after I've experienced
the Eternal one's love. And I'm trying to come back in repentance being sorry for all this. Today I woke
up in 9:35 in the morning (a call from the office). There was a new employee and I have to setup him
account to the Samba server and make him a mail account. *Luckily* :] My internet connectivity was
missing, so I went to the college to use internet and see Ertan (The College's Admin). After I have
setupped the account and mail and did some usual system maintaince on the servers I hepled ertan to
setup a laptop of a new English teacher who was previously in Australia and now is back to Bulgaria. We
have setupped Debian Etch + Beryl +mplayer+ audacious + xmms ... wine, gimp, office, etc, etc. In the
evening we have drink a coffee with Mitko and later we went to his home Plamen (The Guitarist) has
come and we went my home while Nomen and Sami went out to see each other, I had a great time with
Plamenko (this guy's a really interesting!), it's a real blessing to know him :] END-----
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